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Linguistic context

• Irish is both a national language and a lesser-used/minority 

language. 

• Usage is focused heavily on education, media and translation 

sectors

• The language has experienced significant domain loss. Many 

technical domains are simply not practiced through Irish.

• However, translation of  both national and EU legislation 

requires technical terminology for domains in which Irish is not 

used professionally – lack of  subject experts.

• Terminology work is focused to a large extent on ‘filling gaps’



Structure and funding

• All lexicographical and terminological work in Irish is essentially 

state funded

• No private sector capacity

• Foras na Gaeilge, the cross-border agency for promotion of  

Irish, incorporates both the Terminology Committee and An 

Gúm, responsible for dictionaries.

• Funding for EU translation and terminology support comes 

from Department of  the Gaeltacht



Dictionaries

• The two major 20th century dictionaries were developed by a 

team of  lexicographers based in An Gúm, the government 

educational publications office, over a 30 year period from the 

mid 1950s

• From 1978 onwards there was little to no investment in 

lexicography for Irish 

• Finally, in the mid 2000s, investment was put in place to produce 

a new English-Irish dictionary

• Published online only (initially) from 2013

• The final batch of  headwords was published earlier this year



Digitisation of print 

dictionaries

(1959) (1978)







New dictionaries:

New English-Irish Dictionary
• Based on platform developed by IDM

• English headwords compiled by Lexicography MasterClass 

• 135,000 senses

• 40,000 soundfiles (covering 3 main dialects)

• App

• Various tools and widgets







New dictionaries – future 

plans

• Print version of  New English-Irish Dictionary (currently online 

only) planned for 2020

• New Irish-English dictionary

• Monolingual Irish dictionary

• It is planned to develop the latter two simultaneously from 2021 

onwards



Historical dictionaries

• eDIL – a dictionary of  medieval Irish – recently digitised

• Foclóir Stairiúil na Gaeilge 1600-2000 at corpus development 

stage







Terminology

• The body responsible for standardised Irish-language 
terminology is the Terminology Committee.

• Two full-time terminologists and a committee of  experts.

• The Committee primarily deals with requests from the public 
(translators, civil servants, educators) meaning terms are 
discussed on an ad-hoc basis and cover a broad range of  
subjects.

• Specialised subject-based collections are occasionally 
commissioned – Sport, Arts & Culture, ICT - allowing for a 
more focused approach and sustained interaction with subject 
experts.





Téarma.ie

• The main resource for Irish-language terminology is the 

Téarma.ie termbase, a platform for the terms approved by the 

national terminology committee

• First launched in 2006 as part of  a joint Irish-Welsh 

INTERREG project in collaboration with University of  Wales, 

Lampeter

• The structure of  the website and database has remained much 

the same ever since







Téarma.ie 

• Developed at a time when Irish terminology was paper-based –

limited publication runs, difficult to access, inconsistent.

• Digitisation in a central user-friendly location made accessing the 

terminology really easy – the website was instantly a huge 

success.

• Standardisation proved much more challenging. Digitisation 

cannot overcome limitations in original data.

• Until quite recently Téarma.ie served as a de facto general 

purpose electronic dictionary leading to the inclusion of  many 

non-technical ‘terms’.



Téarma.ie 

• Terminology was compiled from over 50 different publications 

spanning several decades

• Most of  these publications took the form of  bilingual subject-

based terminological dictionaries generally containing limited 

conceptual data

• Over the years many entries have been worked on and improved 

but issues still remain

• New entries are constantly added as Terminology Committee 

approves new terms. Newer entries are generally of  better quality 

but still lacking in conceptual data.





Téarma.ie

• A redeveloped website and terminology management system is 

planned for 2017-18

• Opportunity to take a more standard approach?



LEX Project

• Official EU language status for Irish (Gaeilge) in 2007 led to 
increased demand for translation services and technical terms.

• Very limited number of  Irish technical terms in IATE at that 
time and no full-time terminologists employed at EU level.

• Project funded by Irish government as part of  undertaking to 
support the new status of  the language.

• Fiontar & Scoil na Gaeilge, DCU, co-ordinate the work with 
input from EU translators and Terminology Committee



LEX Project

• Around 80,000 IATE entries have been processed over past nine years.

• Initial emphasis was on providing a large volume of  Irish terminology 
but focus has shifted to adding value to existing entries

• Complex workflow management system due to necessity of  working 
outside of  IATE 

• Some of  the new terminology created feeds into Téarma.ie with 
Terminology Committee validation

• Other material is more focused on EU context and is published 
elsewhere



LEX: Monthly workflow

• Receive lists of  entries from Term Co-ord in DG-
Translation.

• Import lists into internal terminology management system.

• Draft GA entries, add references, revise existing material 
etc.

• Receive input from EU Irish translators via online extranet.

• Receive feedback from the Terminology Committee and 
integrate manually via editorial interface.

• Return to Term Co-ord for publication in IATE.









Gaois.ie

• Offshoot of  LEX project, developed and hosted by FSG, DCU, 

and used as a platform to share School research in the fields of  

language resources

• Hosts a parallel corpus of  EU and Irish legislation, developed as 

a tool for the LEX project but now freely available.

• Monolingual ‘Corpus of  Contemporary Irish’ collates published 

material from 2000 onwards.

• Terminology database includes Irish terms developed for IATE

• Collection of  idioms from the writings of  Peadar Ua Laoghaire, 

one of  the first modern prose writers.





What we need

• New dictionaries... 

• More investment needed in terminology sector to provide 
resources for revision, standardisation and strategic development 
of  thematic collections.

• Training for terminologists and dictionary editors – no program 
currently exists

• Collaboration with international partners. While the Irish context 
is somewhat unusual there is much we can learn from the 
experience of  others. 

• Better methods of  disseminating new terminology –
collaboration with the media, use of  social media etc.


